
New Unified 
User Interface

What is it?
The Equus unified UI is an update to the user interface 
that provides a more modern look, with some 
navigation improvements as well.

When? 19.5 release on September 26th, 2019

Scope: MEE, Landing Experience, PinPoint, 
Questionnaires, Tax Organizer

Summary of Updates:

• Style updates are in line with other modern
applications, with brighter colors, larger fonts,
white space and background shadows behind
objects such as forms and buttons

• Navigation updates – all applications will now
contain a left navigation bar

• Field labels will now appear above a field, instead
of to the left

• A small logo and full logo will be required

• The small logo shows whenever the left menu is
collapsed and should be a 50 x 50px image

Example:

• The full logo displays anytime the left navigation
is expanded and should be 224 x 50px

Example:

• An accent color will appear throughout
applications as a small touch of color that can be
themed to match a client’s primary color

• Background images can be added to the full
background and navigation bar

• Support for a light and dark theme

What is the impact?
Internal AssignmentPro Users: None. The current 
screens will remain as they are today and updates to 
internal screens will be evaluated in future.

MEE (Employee Portal): The biggest change to the 
MEE is the introduction of a left navigation bar. This 
will include the items shown in the navigation bars on 
the home screen and the additional menu items that 
used to appear in the top right pull down. Profile, sign 
out and change password will remain in the top right 
navigation.
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General styles will also change 
and client specific manuals will 
likely need to be updated. 

Screen Sections and  
Field Layout  
Currently when a screen has 
multiple sections, each of the 
sections appears as a separate 
box. Additionally all fields 
appear in a single column 
format. In the new update, each 
section will appear on the same 
background instead of separate 
boxes and fields will appear in a 
two column layout.

PinPoint, Questionnaires, and  
the Tax Organizer 

These applications will receive 
an update to the overall 

appearance but will not have 
any major navigation changes 

in the first launch.




